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Why Choose Us?

Experienced and
Personalized Service

 
Proficient and vendor certified
personnel will be at your service.
Our experience comes from 
15+ years working for several IT
companies worldwide that provide NS
(Network Security), Network 
Engineering, and SOC services for
customers in different industries.

We offer a personalized service,
meaning you will always be in contact
with the same personnel on our end. 

The assigned person will guide you
through all the stages of your project
and deliver all the information and
documentation that
you may require.

Our History

With over 15 years of experience in the
field, many certifications, and real-world
experience in many industries and
vendors, we have realized that the only
way to make the internet a safer place is
to make Cybersecurity known to
everyone and make this knowledge
available at your fingertips.

Our team began with Network
Engineering and progressed to Network
Security, Network Detection and
Response, and Security Engineering.

This impressive mix of backgrounds
enables us to deliver consistently and
with a level of expertise that is
uncommon in the Cybersecurity
landscape.

SLA-Based Resolution

Both for incidents and requests 
made from the customer side.

24/7 Support

We offer round-the-clock
troubleshooting and configuration
changes and requests.

Cover your needs

Currently, strong security both in a
network and system approach is
essential, given the growth of global
traffic, data, and services provided
digitally.  For this reason, our main
objective is to make the digital 
world a safer place, by adapting to 
your budget.

Our Pledge

Here at Ceramet Services, we consider
taking the time to get to know your
business is a key element in providing
the best service. This means we devote
all our time to learning about your
needs, your core business. and
processes. This allows us to give
feedback on improving room for your
systems, security policies, network,
security, and system hardening to avoid
any unnecessary impact on your
infrastructure.
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Network Security
Services

Our Core Services

Here at Ceramet Services, we
understand that every business
has it 's own infrastructure and
processes, that why our services
are granular and can be tailored
to your Network and Cyber
Security needs.

Vulnerability
Assessment

Network Security
Engineering 

Awareness
Training

Managed Network  
Services

Granular and  Tailored
approach
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What can we do for you?

Helping you achieve your Network
and Cyber Security Objectives
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We can focus on boosting productivity, high
availability and security of your environment.

We can do this by performing an 
in-depth analysis of your network traffic.

 
 
 
 
 

We can define Network Access Control features
to hinder any unauthorized access to your

network.
 
 
 
 

We can design security policies to enhance
Data and Network Security, assure quick

response to issues and mitigate risks,
amongst other advantages. 

 
 
 

 
We can design a new Network that adapts to
new security and network design standards.

 
We can perform Network and Firewall and

System audits to expose any performance or
security issues that we find.

 
We can validate security controls and design

remediation plans to ensure business continuity.

We can setup and manage solutions to
automatically recognize, report and detect

suspicious behaviour before it becomes a real
threat.

 
 
 
 

 
We can reduce your attack surface by training
your employees and hardening your systems.



We have expertise in every service that we offer within 
a variety of industries and core businesses, all of which 
utilize technologies from different vendors. 
This has allowed us to obtain a deep knowledge of 
many of the main vendors in the industry.

What can we deliver?

Helping you achieve your Network
and Cyber Security Objectives

We offer a personalized service, meaning you will always be in 
contact with the same personnel on our end. The assigned
person will guide you through all the stages of your project
and deliver all the information and documentation that
you may require.

We are proud to be able to say that our technical experience
has a solid foundation, is extensive, and expands around first-
line IT vendors and different solutions.

We continuously evolve our internal processes and knowledge 
base to provide you with the best service. 
Furthermore, we evaluate our communication with the 
client in three stages during the projects. 
This permits us to correct and improve our 
methodology and detect areas of refinement
to satisfy the client in every way. Constant

Evolution

Know-How

Technical
Expertise

Personalized
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/refinement
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By the hour.
By number of ports on your device.
By number of devices that we manage or act on. This being
servers, security appliances and network devices.
By project.
Hour wallet.

Depending on the service that you require, you have several
choices:

The scope of each of the posibilities will be delimited before
starting the proyect, but both the scope and the price plan
can change depending of our findings, only if the customer
approves previously.

Tailored price plan

We adapt to your budget

We offer personalized price plans for your needs. Normally
these types of services are provided at a fixed price by the
hour. Knowing that the budget might not allow for this, and
that infrastructures vary depending on the customer.  We
adapt our prices in a way that is both affordable and scalable.
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For more information,
contact our sales

Department by
sending us a request

for Quote.

http://www.cerametservices.com/quote
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Assessment
We will start inspecting your setup, provide feedback on
recommended actions and, depending on the price plan, give a
price estimation.

How it works

Helping you achieve your Network
and Cyber Security Objectives
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Contact Us
Contact us by sending a Quote request on our website.
Schedule a call.

In this step, we will help you select the price plan that adapts the
best to your needs. After reviewing the information gathered and
requisites, a second call will be schedule with the assigned Engineer

Talk with the assigned Engineer
We will gather all the information required, and ask about your
infrastructure, objectives, and scope. Sing of NDA if required.

Quote and planning
After the quote approval, we will sign the contract, and start
working on your infrastructure at a time window of your choosing.

Sit down and relax
Our team will perform all the required actions and inform you before
and after the procedure is complete. If any issues occur, we will
contact you to inform you to advise or request more information.

Delivery
We will provide the required documentation and deliver an in-depth
report of the actions taken.

http://www.cerametservices.com/quote
https://calendly.com/ceramet-call/free-consultation
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Get in touch with us
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Follow us on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedIn

Contact Us

Check out our Blog

Learn with Us

https://www.facebook.com/cerametservices
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ceramet-services/
http://www.cerametservices.com/contact/
http://www.cerametservices.com/blog/
http://www.cerametservices.com/learn-with-us/

